Teachers’ Guide
Bird Migration School Program
For Grades Three & Four
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Introduction
OSCA ECOstudies Programs
ECOstudies environmental education programs have been offered since 2002. The
Migratory Bird School Program focuses on three themes: bird adaptation to migration,
bird conservation issues and threats, and bird banding. A pilot program was initiated
in the fall of 2015 with ten Grade Four classes visiting the Vaseux Lake Bird
Observatory during the banding season. With BC’s redesigned curriculum, a key
feature of the science curriculum is to take on a “place based approach” to learning.
Many of the goals under the redesigned curriculum align with the Vaseux Lake Bird
Observatory Migratory Bird School Program for Grades 3 and 4.
Vaseux Lake Bird Observatory
Vaseux Lake Bird Observatory (VLBO) is one of nine migration monitoring stations in
BC and the only station in the southern interior. VLBO was established in 1994 by the
Canadian Wildlife Service which operated a bird banding station until 1998. In 2000
OSCA reestablished the station under volunteer coordinator Dick Cannings, A member
of the Canadian Migration Monitoring Network and the Canadian Bird Banding
Program, VLBO contributes to a world-wide database monitoring bird population
trends. The fall migration monitoring runs from August 1 to October 15th with a
contract bander and the help of many volunteers. To learn more about the station,
check VBLO’s blog posts at https://vlbo.wordpress.com/.
Program Relevance to Curriculum
Under British Columbia’s 2016 Curriculum Redesign, key features are based on a
“Know-Do-Understand” approach. This approach encourages learning to take place
anywhere, with more emphasis on the experiential learning outdoors, particularly for
the sciences. The Bird Migration school program supports the “Big Ideas” for Grade 3
and 4 Biological Sciences (see https://curriculum.gov.bc.ca/curriculum/science/3).
The program also offers an opportunity to connect students with local First Peoples
knowledge. OSCA has had a long and valued relationship with the En’owkin Center
jointly creating the “Reconnect” program exploring Traditional Ecological Knowledge
and western science and how these two disciplines complement each other. OSCA’s
Spotlight on Species also included Syilx stories on some of Canada’s and British
Columbia’s “Species at Risk.” The chaptikw story for Yellow-breasted Chat is included
in program notes with permission.
.
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Planning a Fieldtrip
Maximum group size: 1 class at a time, or maximum of 36 students. Please
divide students into 2 groups. One group will be further divided into two.
Total program time: 2 hours (10 minutes for Arrival Introduction. One station
at 50 minutes long, and two short stations each at 25 minutes long. 10 minute
break to switch stations and have a snack).
Recommended start time: Programs are offered in the morning only. Plan to
arrive early for a return to school by noon.
Field trip leaders: Two OSCA interpreters will lead the Migration Adaptation
Station and Bird Survival Station which includes a walk to the dyke. The bird
bander and assistant will lead the Bird Banding Station.
Bathrooms: a portable toilet is available near the entrance. There is no water.
What to wear: The program will go ahead rain or shine so dress accordingly.





Closed toed shoes or boots
Long pants
Long-sleeved shirt, jacket or rain coat
Hat (recommended for sunny days)

Insects: Mosquitos are common if the weather is warm. Teachers may wish to
bring insect repellents without harsh chemicals for student use.
Safety concerns/rules
Stay on the trail: Please stay on the trail to avoid poison ivy rash.
Keep voices down and walk, don’t run: Remember, we are about to enter a
study area.
Keep out of the nets: The nets are very delicate and can tear easily.
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Group 1. Bird Survival Station Nature Walk
50 minute nature walk to dyke
Program Theme: Bird conservation issues and threats
Program Objectives and Curricular Content







o Biodiversity in the local environment (grade 3)
o The knowledge of local First Peoples of ecosystems (grade 3)
o How do living things sense, respond and adapt to stimuli in their
environment?
To understand what birds need to survive and thrive (water, food, shelter)
To raise awareness that the Okanagan is an important place for birds
To learn about the main threats to birds in Canada
To learn about conservation efforts to help birds
To learn interesting facts about 1 species that is banded at the VLBO, that is also
threatened.

By end of program, students will…







Understand the BIG IDEA of “All living things sense and respond their
environment.
Understand definition of habitat – a location where birds find what they need in
order to survive (food, water, shelter).
See some examples of habitat at VLBO (ex. wetlands and riparian areas)
Understand and define 5 threats to migrating birds (crashing into windows,
predation by cats, habitat loss causing starvation and exhaustion, disease due to
pollution, and inclement weather)
Understand and define 5 things that students can do to help with bird
conservation (ex. Increase habitat by planting, throw garbage in can, keep cats
indoors, put stickers on windows, avoid use of pesticides, walk/bike to school)
Understand the life of a Barn Swallow (threatened species).

Activities
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do birds need to survive (10 minute exploring bag of props)
Survival scavenger hunt (10 minutes while walking to dyke
Bird migration and survival game (20 minutes)
Migration challenge game (10 minutes while walking back)
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Group 2. Migration Adaptation Station
Program Theme: Bird adaptations to migration
Program Objectives and Curricular Content
BIG IDEA – All living things sense and respond to their environment:




To understand how birds migrate
o To learn about different migration strategies (long-distance, shortdistance, elevational.)
o To discover how birds are physically adapted for long flights in migration
o To study how birds navigate.
To learn interesting facts about key species that migrate thru and are banded at
the VLBO.

By end of program, students will…





Understand and define breeding, wintering, and stop-over areas for birds.
Identify North, Central, and South American continents where birds live and
migrate to and from.
Understand and define long-distance, short-distance, and elevational migrants
Understand five physical adaptations in birds that allow them to fly
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Group 3. Bird Banding Station
Program Theme: Bird banding
Program Objectives:





To inspire admiration for birds
To see scientists at work and learn how measurement are taken to provide data
on bird migration
To demonstrate bird banding and what information is collected
To learn interesting facts about 2-4 key species that are banded at the VLBO.
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First Nations Knowledge of Vaseux Lake
Curriculum content:
o First Peoples knowledge of local of ecosystems (Grade 3)
Vaseux Lake is a very significant area to the Syilx, Okanagan First Nations,
who have lived in the Okanagan region since time immemorial.
Nsyilxcen is the language of the Okanagan people. There are at least three
nsylixcen names for different areas of Vaseux Lake. The south end is knows as
‘a place that has bulrushes all the way across”. The bulrush plant was woven
into mats that were used to sleep on and to cover tipis. The pure white sections
of cattail roots were also harvested for food.
The lake is also called ”the place of swans” since swans are regularly seen here
in winter. (The lake was later named Vaseux, meaning “muddy,” by early
French-Canadian fur traders.)

Interpreters will use opportunities when
students are gathered to tell an Okanagan
Syilx chaptikw story this story about the
Yellow-breasted Chat.

The Yellow-breasted Chat: A life lesson for youth
The Yellow-breasted Chat or xʷaʔɬqʷaylm’, is an important bird to the Syilx
people of the Okanagan. A long time ago when all life lessons were taught to
the young syilx, the elders would take a young person in their teenage years
out to the riparian chat habitat areas. The teenager was told to listen to the
Yellow-breasted Chat.
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The chat, xʷaʔɬqʷaylm’,is a mimic that takes snippets of other bird sounds
and strings them together to sing as one song. The medley of all of these
sounds is terrible.
After a while, the elder would ask the teen what he thought about the
sound that xʷaʔɬqʷaylm’ was making. The teen would of course say that it
sounded terrible. He might also say that he thought all birds were
supposed to sound good. The elder would then tell him as a life lesson that
he must not be like that bird. That if he sang the songs of others and tried
to call it his own, it would never sound nice.
He was then told that one must sing their own song to be the best that
they can be. That is why the xʷaʔɬqʷaylm’ (chat) is important to the Syilx.
As told by Richard Armstrong, En’owkin Centre, Penticton

The Yellow-breasted Chat is an endangered species
Yellow-breasted Chats lives in thickets of rose, birch and riverside habitats like
you can see at Vaseux Lake. This is one of just a few sites where chats return
each year to nest and raise their young. Over 90% of chat habitat has
disappeared.
Canadian Wildlife Service, conservation groups and En’owkin Centre
environmental staff are working to protect chat habitat in the Okanagan.

Further resources for Okanagan First Nations Studies
The Syilx Indigenous Land-Based Learning Project for K-12
Experience Syilx aboriginal culture and language in curriculum-based outdoor
learning experiences guided by Syilx Traditional Ecological Knowledge Keepers,
Elders, artists, performers and fluent language speakers.
http://www.enowkincentre.ca/ecommunity.html
Okanagan First Peoples
Web site offering Syilx perspectives on ecology and local animal species.
http://www.okanaganfirstpeoples.ca/index.cfm
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Voices on The Land
Explore Syilx stories and names for local landmarks.
http://voicesontheland.org/.
Neekna and Chemai by Jeannette C. Armstrong, Theytus Books.
Learn about the seasonal rounds of the Okanagan People as told through the
eyes of two little girls growing up in the Okanagan Valley.
Theytus Books
A leading North American publisher of Indigenous voices located on the
Penticton Indian Reserve. Books are listed by subject and grade level.
http://www.theytus.com/Browse-by-Grade-and-Reading-Level
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Pre and Post field trip activities
Click on the blue hyperlinks below to go directly to the web sites listed below.
Pre-visit videos
Please visit the OSCA Bird Migration program web site, or click the links below
for short introductory videos.
 Vaseux Lake Bird Observatory Introduction video
 Fieldtrip preparation video
Rick Mercer’s Youtube visit to Long Point Bird Observatory (7 minutes) shows
how and why birds are banded.
Band a student
Instead of a name tag, students can make a wrist band--a take on bird bands.
The teacher or class can determine information should go on the “bands.” The
band could have the student’s name or a bird species they will be known by for
the field trip. Check the VLBO blog for a list of local species. Bird bands have a
unique number, so the class may decide they should have numbers or other
data on their bands too.
Further web resources on bird migration and conservation
1. The Bird Studies Canada education web pages offers three distance
learning programs for classes wanting to learn more about birds.
 Discovering Birds!
 Birds of Canada

 Ask an Ornithologist
2. Environment for the Americans link to dozens of suggested educational

web sites on birds for Grades 3-5 classes.
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Grade 3 Science Curriculum Information
BIG IDEAS
 Living things are diverse, can be grouped and interact in their ecosystems
o What is biodiversity?
o What is the relationship between observable characteristics of living things
and biodiversity.
Curricular competencies - students are expected to be able to do the following:
QUESTIONING AND PREDICTING
 Demonstrate a curiosity about the natural world
 Identify questions about the familiar objects and events that can be investigated
scientifically
 Make predictions based on prior knowledge
PLANNING AND CONDUCTING
 Suggest ways to plan and conduct an inquiry to find answers to their questions
 Consider ethical responsibilities when deciding how to conduct an experiment
 Safely use appropriate tools to make observation and measurements using
formal measurement and digital technology as appropriate.
 Make observations about living and non-living things in the local environment
PROCESSING AND ANALYZING DATA AND INFORMATION
 Experience and interpret the local environment
 Identify First Peoples perspectives and knowledge as sources of information
EVALUATING
 Identify some simple environmental implications of their and others’ actions
APPLYING AND INNOVATING
 Contribute to care for self, others, school, and neighbourhood through personal
or collaborative approaches
COMMUNICATING
 Express and reflect on personal or shared experiences of place
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Grade 4 Science Curriculum Information
BIG IDEAS
 All Living things and their environment are interdependent.
o How do living things sense, respond, and adapt to stimuli in their
environment?
o What evidence is there of interdependence between living and non-living
things in ecosystems?
Curricular competencies - students are expected to be able to do the following:
QUESTIONING AND PREDICTING
 Demonstrate a curiosity about the natural world
 Identify questions about the familiar objects and events that can be investigated
scientifically
 Make predictions based on prior knowledge
PLANNING AND CONDUCTING
 Suggest ways to plan and conduct an inquiry to find answers to their questions
 Make observations about living and non-living things in the local environment
PROCESSING AND ANALYZING DATA AND INFORMATION
 Experience and interpret the local environment
EVALUATING
 Identify some simple environmental implications of their and others’ actions
COMMUNICATING
 Express and reflect on personal or shared experiences of place.
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